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0. Introduction. The structure of Cartan type Lie algebras has been extensively studied for several years. Derivation algebras and isomorphism classes of Cartan subalgebras are well known and it is the objective of the present paper to determine those graded Cartan type Lie algebras which possess a nonsingular associative form.
In contrast with trace forms, general nonsingular associative forms do not play an eminent role in the classification theory of simple Lie algebras of prime characteristic. Their significance primarily rests on cohomology theory. Nonsingular associative forms allow the study of central extensions of Lie algebras by means of derivations. We will employ a slight generalization of this known interrelation in a forthcoming paper.
The introductory remarks of the first section are followed by a brief investigation of Cartan subalgebras of graded Lie algebras. Our results generalize those of M. Frank (cf. [8] ). §3 establishes general properties of associative forms of graded simple Lie algebras and provides the basic tools for the study of the graded Cartan type Lie algebras.
The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Helmut Strade for many helpful suggestions as well as to the referee for proposing Proposition 3.4 and the resulting simplifications in §4.
1. Graded representations of graded Lie algebras. In the sequel, I = © *_ L¡, r, k > 1, denotes a graded Lie algebra over an arbitrary field F. A representation T:
L -» g\(V) is said to be graded if V = ®'.__Vj and T(x)(Vß c Vi+j for every x g L¡ and -5 < / < /. Note that each of the V, is an I0-module. We will always assume that /, s > 1. We consider the subalgebras L+ ■= ©*=11,-and L~ := ©rj L¡. Using the P-B-W Theorem it can be readily verified that we have U(L) = U(L-)U(L0)U(L+) = U(L + )U(L0)U(L~) for the respective universal enveloping algebras. (1) If H is a Cartan subalgebra of L0, then ß = {x G I; foreveryh G H there is n( h) g N: ad"h(h)(x) = 0} is a graded Cartan subalgebra of L.
(2) // I is restricted and centerless, then L0 is a p-subalgebra of L and every maximal torus T of L0 is a maximal torus of L.
Proof. (1) Note that ß is the Fitting 0-component of I relative to //. We now apply Theorem 1, p. 135 of [14] in order to see that ß is a Cartan subalgebra of L. It is easy to see that ß = © *_ ß n L¡.
(2) As I is centerless, we have L)p] c LpJ for every integer j. We consider ß := CL(T). Note that ß is graded. Let x be an element of ß0. Then there exists a positive integer m such that xip]" is semisimple. Consequently, x[p]'" is contained in T and ad^"'(ß) = 0-This shows that ß0 acts nilpotently on ß. We now apply the Lemma on p. 134 of [14] in order to see that ß is nilpotent.
Note that ß is a p-subalgebra with ñ]pl c ß .. The center C(ß) is also graded. Let x be a semisimple element of ß. As ß is nilpotent, x is central in ß and we write x = Ef__rX; where the elements x¡ are contained in C(fi) D fi,. Hence x[p\" _ Y.k=_rx)p\" for every natural number n. Consequently, there is m such that x[pY" = x\f]"'. As x is semisimple, we obtain x g ß0. The maximality of T now implies that x is contained in T.
Let Tx be a maximal torus of I containing T. Then fjCÛ and our above considerations show that Tx c T. This concludes the proof of our theorem.
Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over F. We call an endomorphism /:
V' -> V semisimple if it becomes diagonable after some base field extension. (1) H is abelian.
(2) adA w semisimple for every h in H. (3) The centralizer CL(H) is a Cartan subalgebra of L.
Proof.
(1) Consider the representation T: L0 ~* g\(L_x) which is induced by the adjoint representation. Then T(H) is an ad-semisimple Lie algebra in the sense of [6] . Hence T(H) is abelian. Since I is admissibly graded, T is faithful. Consequently, H is abelian. 
Since I is admissibly graded the above yields [h,y] = ß(h)y. This proves (*) for -1 < / < k.
Suppose that (*) is valid for some /'g {-r + 1,..., -1}. Then the equation
which shows that (*) is valid for / -1. We have therefore proved (2). In the general case, let F be an algebraic closure of F and consider L:= L ®FF as well as //:=// ®FF. It is easily seen that the pair (L,H) fulfills the conditions of the theorem and we obtain (2). Assertion (3) is an immediate consequence of (2) and 2.1.
3. Associative forms on simple graded Lie algebras. Let I be a Lie algebra over F and let V c L be an F-subspace. A symmetric bilinear form /: L X I -* F is called
F. An I-associative form is referred to as associative.
We recall some basic facts concerning associative forms. The subspace
L is simple, then either / = 0 or / is nonsingular, i.e. rad(/) = 0. Suppose that I is finite dimensional and that L= ®aeRLa is a root space decomposition of I relative to a nilpotent subalgebra //. Then f(La,Lß) = 0 for a, ß G R and a + ß =£ 0. If / is nonsingular, so is its restriction to La X L_a Va g R. The latter fact is frequently referred to by saying that La and L_a are dually paired.
We finally note that given a symmetric bilinear form / the set //:= {z & L: f([x,z], y) = f(x,[z, y]) Vjc, y G 1} is a subalgebra of I.
Throughout this section 1= ©*__!" &, r > 1, is assumed to be a finite dimensional simple graded Lie algebra over F. (2) This follows directly from 3.1. Our assertion now follows from (2) and our introductory remarks. Then fx extends to a nondegenerate symmetric associative bilinear form X on L X L.
Proof. Note that fx is I0-associative and that be an «-tuple. We consider the subalgebra A(M,n) of the algebra of divided powers in n variables which is generated as a vector space by the monomials x<a>, where x<a> := x[ai) ■ ■ ■ x{na") and 0 < a, < pm>.
For every «-tuple a we define |a| := Y,"=xa¿. In addition we order «-tuples by a < ß iff a, < /?, V/. The letter t will represent the «-tuple ( pm> -1,..., pm--1).
We will follow Kostrikin and Safarevic [11] as regards notation. In this section we are going to determine those algebras among W(M,n), S(M,n), H(M,n) and K(M,n) that admit a nonsingular associative form. These simple, graded Lie algebras are known to be "transitively" graded, i.e. [L_x, L¡] -L¡_x, -r < i < k. In the following F is assumed to be a field of positive characteristic p.
The following lemma shows in combination with Theorem 4.2 that simple Lie algebras which do not possess nondegenerate associative forms may very well admit I "-associative forms. Since A is symmetric and A(IF(M,1)" W(M,\)j) = 0 for i+j*'k-l-, it will suffice to verify the equation
The left-hand side is equal to -2, while the right-hand side gives 1. As p = 3, we are done.
Finally, we assume « = 2 and p = 2. Consider the bilinear form /: W( M, 2) _ x X W(M, 2)k -* F which is given by/(3,, x(T)9-) = i + j, i, j < 2. Then / is nondegenerate and an elementary computation reveals that / is W(M, 2) 0-associative. Noting that condition (*) of 3.4 is linear in u, we see that we may assume that u = 9f 1-19f2_1. Since S(u) = u and wx^'S, = 9y, (*) follows. We now apply 3.4 in order to conclude the proof of our theorem.
Remark. The following result is a generalization of a theorem due to R. Block who proved the assertion in the restricted case (cf. [1] ). In order to show that / is 5( M, 3)0-associative we will have to verify the equation We may assume that / # k and ¡ #y. Hence we have {i, j} C\ {l,k} =t 0. As Dlk(x(h)) = -Dkl(x{h)) and Dj,(x(T)) = -DiJ(x(T)) we may assume without loss of generality that / = i. Using (1) we see that (3) is equivalent to
Formula (2) now shows that both sides of (4) vanish unless b, > 1. Hence we may assume that 6 = 8,+ er.
In that case (2) implies [Dlk(x<*>), Dy(x<'>)] = dktDj,(x") + hDkj(x") + 8jAk(x"). The last expression, however, coincides with the left-hand side of (4).
Since / is clearly nondegenerate, we may conclude the proof by verifying condition (*) of 3.4. For s = (sx,s2,s3) we put 9s := 9119|23|3. The P-B-W Theorem then implies that it suffices to check (*) for u,:= 9T~£'.
Using (1) we obtain m,Z),7(x<t)) = D^x^) = S,,9, -9,79, while S(u,) = -u,. Condition (*) now follows from the succeeding identities:
/(U/D,7(x<T>), Dik(x")) = -5,7sgn(y,i,A:) = 8"sgn(k,i,j)=f{s(ue)Dik(x"), />"(*(T)))-Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume p > 2.
We proceed by recalling some basic facts pertaining to the hamiltonian algebra H(M,2r). For y G {l,...,2r}
we put fy + r, l<y<r, " \j-r, r+\ <y<2r, as well as
For / g A(M, 2r) we define DH(f) by means by
It is well known (cf. [11, 13] ) that B:= {DH(x(s))\ 0 < s < t} is a basis of H(M,2r) over F. We also recall the formula
The proof of the following result was communicated to the author by H. Strade. The result was first proved by Block in a special case (cf. [1] ). Note that DH(x^)(x^x<r)) = DH(x^)(x")x<r) + x«2>w(><*>)(jt<'>).
Since kerDH = Fx (4.3.2) yields (t+tr)ar(DH(x")(x^)) = 0 and we therefore obtain aT(/)w(x(í))(x('>)x(r)) = -aT(/)w(x<í))(x(r))x<"). 
